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Abstract

Despite considerable research interest in the handling of uncertainty within GIS, the production of
what has been described as an error sensitive GIS is still some way off. The increasing use of object-
oriented (OO) technology presents a variety of opportunities, but also impediments to the implemen-
tation of such an error sensitive GIS. An important barrier stems from the lack of homogeneity within
languages and systems which are called ‘object-oriented’, as most exhibit widely different forms of
object-orientation. Features such as multiple inheritance, static behaviour and polymorphism are not
supported equally across different systems. The paper sets out a new OO approach to uncertainty
handling, which defines the features of an OO uncertainty storage model fundamental to any error
sensitive GIS implementation. Building on this as a generic framework for uncertainty handling, the
uncertainty storage model is implemented within Java OO programming language and within Laser-
Scan Gothic OO GIS. Finally, a mathematical formalisation of OO systems is used to examine the dif-
ferent mechanisms which each OO system supports and their effects upon the object-oriented model
of uncertainty.

1 Introduction

Despite a long history of research into data quality, commercial geographical information systems (GIS)
still have little or no data quality management capabilities.6,8 Geographical information (GI) science
has produced a limited number of implementations which exhibit some of the important capabilities
(eg Ramlal17), but the production of what has been termed an error sensitive GIS18 is still some way off.
The first step in implementing any error sensitive GIS must be to design a model for storing quality
statistics and to implement this model in a database. There are a number of barriers to effective design
and implementation of such a quality storage model which have hampered the uptake of data quality
management within mainstream GIS.

First, there is only limited agreement on the quality statistics which should be stored. Most quality
models use at least the five elements of data quality proposed by the United States’ National Committee
on Digital Cartography and Data Standards (NCDCDS) in 1988: lineage, logical consistency, complete-
ness, positional accuracy and attribute accuracy.16 Generally, these five quality elements are taken as
a basis for any model of data quality. However, subsequent studies have often found that additional
quality elements are desirable (eg Aalders,1 Morrison15), whilst it is also worth noting that there may be
little agreement on the actual definitions of a number of these elements.12

Second, it follows that quality statistics carry a data volume overhead. In most models of data quality
every feature in the database can be annotated with at least four separate quality statistics (at most one
of positional accuracy and attribute accuracy will apply to a given feature). The elements of data quality
can vary widely in size, some studies calling for very large quality statistics. For example, lineage is
defined by Clarke and Clark10 as “source observations or materials, data acquisition and compilation
methods, conversions, transformations, analyses and derivations that the data has been subjected to,
and the assumptions and criteria applied at any stage of its life.” Consequently, efficiency of storage is
crucial to the success of any error sensitive GIS database.

This paper aims to illustrate how object-oriented (OO) technology can address some of these prob-
lems and aid the design of an implementation independent data quality storage model. Based on such
an OO data quality storage model, two implementations are discussed highlighting some of the possi-
ble pitfalls of the OO analysis and design method. Finally, an example of how such pitfalls might be
addressed using a mathematical formalisation of object-oriented systems is explained.

2 Object-oriented analysis

The fundamental features of OO are abstraction, encapsulation and inheritance. Abstraction deals with
complexity in the real world from the top down and focuses on the features of an object in the real world
which distinguish it from other objects in the real world. Complementary to abstraction, encapsulation
approaches complexity from the opposite direction and aims to hide the detailed mechanisms and fea-
tures of an object in the real world. Finally, inheritance is a way of structuring classes of abstracted,
encapsulated objects in an hierarchy which allows blueprint features to be described only once, inherit-
ing objects can then incrementally specialise the blueprint.

Object-orientation has been enormously successful and is increasingly the default choice for a wide
range of information systems design. Object-oriented analysis (OOA) is a method for creating OO rep-
resentations of real world systems in an implementation independent way. Object-oriented analysis is
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important to data quality and GIS because it presents a mechanism for structuring the complexity of the
real world in a way which should be supportable in any OO GIS. A modified version of OOA has been
demonstrated to significantly improve the process and results of GIS development.14

To be successful, an OOA approach to data quality storage needs to be able to combat the barriers
to quality management (data volume and lack of agreement on quality statistics) presented in Section
1. Furthermore, the provision of an implementation independent analysis, or at least one where the im-
plementation dependence is clearly outlined, should provide a more secure basis for a general approach
to data quality within GIS. A more detailed exposition of OO and OOA is given in the literature (eg
Booch,7 Coad and Yourdon,11 Worboys19).

3 Data quality storage model analysis and design

An OOA of data quality was undertaken, with a view to creating an implementation independent data
quality storage model. Using the resultant object schema as a basis, two implementations in different OO
systems were also completed. An exhaustive exploration of the process and results of the OOA and of
the implementation of those results would be too lengthy to present here. Instead, the version of the class
diagram shown in Figure 1 details enough of the results to illustrate the key successes and difficulties
encountered in the production and implementation of the quality storage model. The notation used for
this diagram is not consistent with either of the two most popular notations, that of Coad and Yourdon11

and of Booch,7 since both of these notations are too rich for the concise version of the results presented
here. Consequently, the author’s own, simpler notation is used.

3.1 A flexible data quality model

The first steps of any OOA involve looking at the system under analysis in a highly abstracted manner,
picking out the most general features and in effect ‘taking a step back’. Starting the analysis with such
a wide view of data quality results in a model of data quality storage which places very few restrictions
upon the types and structures of quality statistics which can be represented. The model presented
here aims to be flexible enough to represent any data quality statistic which has been proposed in the
literature or conceivably might be sensible to propose. The analysis took the view that all data quality
statistics are essentially collections of conceptually atomic quality attributes. The class quality element is
proposed as the super-class of all quality statistics. A quality element can refer to any number of quality
attributes, which are classes representing the atomic data values which make up a quality statistic. It is
worth noting that whilst these data values are conceptually atomic, they are not necessarily atomic data
types. Abstract data types, such as misclassification matrix are just as valid quality attributes as more
conventional data types, such as integer and real.

Additionally, some quality statistics are only meaningful when the data to which they refer is of
a particular data type or metric. The quality storage model needs to be able to restrict the scope a
given quality statistic to defined metrics. To represent positional accuracy, for example, a new class
positional accuracy inheriting from quality element would be created. Objects of that class would refer to
x standard deviation and y standard deviation objects, which in turn would inherit from quality attribute.
The metric scope behaviour of the positional accuracy class would need to be set such that only objects
which belonged to a spatial class could refer to positional accuracy.

A notable exception to this broad classification of data quality is logical consistency. Logical con-
sistency has been defined as the “fidelity of relationships encoded in the data structure” (NCDCDS16).
Therefore, logical consistency is expected to highlight when values fall outside acceptable ranges or
when the topology of the data set fails to conform to the topological model being used. However, in the
OO world this type of expected behaviour can be more properly encapsulated within the object itself.
That the height of a contour must lie somewhere between its topological neighbors can be encoded in
the OO representation of a contour, so any attempt to violate this behaviour results in the database re-
jecting the contour, thereby guaranteeing the consistency of all objects in the database without the need
for a logical consistency statistic. To describe the concept of quality statistics, such as logical consistency,
which originate through an incomplete abstraction of the object schema from the real world rather than
through some observational error, the term abstractive quality will be used here. Abstractive quality gen-
erally and logical consistency specifically are represented by the class abstractive quality. The geographic
objects class is intended as the generic super-class of all the geographic objects in the database. All ge-
ographic objects inherit from abstractive quality and so possess the is consistent method, the behaviour
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of which would usually be redefined for each sub-class and would allow any individual object in the
database to report on its own consistency.

3.2 Efficient data storage

The importance of focusing on discrete objects and the relationships between objects in the OOA process
helps maximise the efficiency of data storage. Quality elements can refer to geographical data in an
hierarchy of inter-dependencies at any level. Any information below this level in the hierarchy can
automatically infer the attributes of the quality elements. This is achieved using the uncertainty class,
from which all geographic objects inherit. The uncertainty class supports a reference to an object in the
quality class. An object of class quality is simply a collection of quality elements. The get quality method
on the uncertainty class will return a list of quality elements of a specified type by looking at the contents
of the quality object referenced by that object. Consequently, all objects in the database will be able to
store and retrieve references to quality elements defined in the database. If such a reference does not
exist, the get quality method is free to infer a quality object from its parent object. For example, in an OO
database a river system might constitute a large number of individual rivers, which in turn might be
made up of a number of line vectors. If it is known that, say, the lineage of the river system is constant
across all the information in the database, a single lineage object can represent this situation, since the
lineage of river and line objects related to the parent river system object is implied by the hierarchy,
shown in Figure 2. Similarly, individual rivers or lines can have particular lineage objects inserted at
the highest node in the hierarchy which conveys the desired information. The result, in this simple
situation at least, is an highly efficient packing of meta-data round an hierarchy where the maximum
quality information is conveyed for the minimum of stored meta-data.

3.3 Java and Gothic implementation

The generic model of data quality in Figure 1 was implemented firstly as a prototype in Java OO pro-
gramming language and subsequently within Laser Scan Gothic OO GIS. The two OO environments
contrast strongly; Java is a general purpose, powerful, fast development language able to provide a
working proof of concept very quickly. Gothic is one of the few commercial GIS operating under a fully
OO database, so whilst the implementation took considerably longer to program, it was able to benefit
from the range of GIS functionality already available in the Gothic database.

The implementations were able to store successfully a wide range of quality statistics which exist in
the literature. An example of how a particular set of quality statistics can be implemented is given in
Table 1, where the quality elements, quality attributes and metric scope used to represent a particular
quality statistic are given in addition to the literature source of that statistic. The implementations will
support not only those statistics in Table 1, but any element of spatial data quality which can be rep-
resented by the OOA model, ie as long as it can be represented as a named collection of conceptually
atomic values. However, the process of implementation of the OOA was not a completely mechanical
process. In attempting to produce two separate implementations, a number of problems were encoun-
tered during implementation due the difficulty in creating an implementation independent OOA.

3.3.1 Design and implementation problems

Despite general agreement on the principles of OO, outlined in Section 2, there is considerable disparity
when examining exactly how and which principles are employed in a programming system. As already
mentioned, in principle the results of any OOA are implementation independent. In reality no OOA
analysis will be truly implementation independent since different OO system do not all employ the gen-
eral features of OO which may be used in an OOA, and since most authors acknowledge the existence
of a “continuum of representation”11 where the implementation independent OOA process blurs with
the implementation dependent design process.

There are numerous examples of OO features which may or may not be supported by a particular
implementation. Polymorphism, typing, persistence and exception handling are all general features
of OO (see Booch7) which are not supported by both Java and Gothic. These features will usually be
supported differentially dependent on the particular implementation, and any designer wishing to make
use of the features in the OOA and OOD process must be aware of this.

Particular problems were encountered here with multiple inheritance, the ability of sub-classes to
inherit from any number of super-classes. Multiple inheritance is often very useful during OOA and
generally OOA makes does not proscribe its use.7,11 In contrast, most OO programming languages,
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such as Java, only permit single inheritance where all sub-classes must inherit from only one super-class.
The results of this OOA made use of multiple inheritance; all geographic objects inherited from both
abstractive quality and uncertainty. Consequently, in order to implement the analysis in Java, the class
diagram had to be reformulated to remove multiple inheritance. No such difficulties were encountered
for the Gothic implementation.

Class based properties, also termed static properties, are fields and methods which can be defined
for a class, meaning that all objects of that class will share identical copies of these properties. Altering a
static property means that alteration is seen by every object of that class. Static behaviour is implied by
the is consistent method of the abstractive quality class. The test for the consistency of objects in a class
will be the same for all those objects. The behaviour of the is consistent method would therefore best be
defined statically. Gothic, however, does not implement static behaviour and whilst Java does, a techni-
cal problem in Java meant that static properties are not inherited in a consistent way. Consequently, it
was not possible to implement static consistency properties in either system.

These sorts of problems are often encountered during the OOA process making it harder to design
an object schema which could be implemented on any OO GIS. The lack of certainty surrounding a par-
ticular object schema and the suitability for implementation in a given OO systems before programming
actually starts can only serve to destabilise and fragment attempts to produce en error sensitive GIS.
Recent developments in computing science have, however, produced a mathematical formalisation of
object systems, called object calculus, which offers a possible resolution to such difficulties, explored in
the following section.

4 Application of object calculus

The previous section showed that it may not be possible to design an object schema using OOA that can
be guaranteed to be implementation independent. One possible route to providing such a guarantee, or
at least detailing exactly what general properties of OO an OO system must support to allow a particular
object schema to be implemented, is object calculus. Object calculus was devised by Martı́n Abadi
and Luca Cardelli in 1995 as an object-oriented extension to the established lambda calculus which
underpins much of computing science today. It would be impossible to present a significant proportion
of the object calculus here, so only enough of the calculus is explained to support an example application.
As far as possible the notation used is consistent with the work of Abadi and Cardelli, to which the
reader is referred for more information.2–5

An OOA schema which uses multiple inheritance cannot be directly translated to an OO system
which does not support multiple inheritance, such as Java. However, by representing the object schema
using the object calculus it is possible to show under what conditions the translation will preserve the
properties of the original, multiply inheriting schema. Again, such a proof beyond the scope of this pa-
per, but a flavour of such a proof can be given, by representing the translation of the multiple inheritance
in Figure 1 to single inheritance.

4.1 Multiple inheritance

Objects within the object calculus are represented as collections of methods li each with bodies bi. The
symbol & (sigma) is used to bind the postfixed ‘self’ parameter (conventionally s or z) with occurances
of that parameter in the body of the method. Using untyped object calculus a class C can be represented
as an object with a new method, as in Equation 1. Here M gives the number of methods in that class.C , [new = &(z)[li = &(s)z:li(s) i21:::M ];li = �(s)bi i21:::M ] (1)

The new method produces a new object where each of the template methods li = �(s)bi i21:::M in
the class C are bound to methods in the object being created. The use of � (lambda) in the template
methods is a consequence of the development of object calculus from lambda calculus, however, the �
performs essentially the same binding function as & . Using this notation, the classes abstractive quality
and uncertainty shown in Figure 1 can be represented as follows.abstractive quality , [new = &(z)[is consistent = &(s)z:is consistent template(s)];is consistent template = �(s)b1] (2)
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The multiple inheritance of the class geographic objects from both abstractive quality and uncertainty
can then be represented by the term in Equation 4 below.geographic objects , [new = &(z)[is consistent = &(s)z:is consistent template(s);get quality = &(s)z:get quality template(s)];is consistent template = abstractive quality:is consistent template;get quality template = uncertainty:get quality template] (4)

In order to reformulate this schema into single inheritance it is necessary first to inherit uncertainty
from abstractive quality or vice versa. Neither of these options makes much sense from a semantic point
of view, illustrating why multiple inheritance was so useful in the first place. However, the goal is to
show how such a change will make no difference to the working of an implementation which takes this
approach. The object calculus term for, say, an uncertainty class which inherits from abstractive quality
is given in Equation 5.uncertainty , [new = &(z)[is consistent = &(s)z:is consistent template(s);get quality = &(s)z:get quality template(s)];is consistent template = abstractive quality:is consistent template;get quality template = �(s)b2] (5)

Now the object calculus term for geographic objects which singly inherits from uncertainty can be
written as below.geographic objects , [new = &(z)[is consistent = &(s)z:is consistent template(s);get quality = &(s)z:get quality template(s)];is consistent template = uncertainty:is consistent template;get quality template = uncertainty:get quality template] (6)

Under the object calculus, the body of the is consistent template method in Equation 6 can be sub-
stituted for the body of the is consistent template method in Equation 5. This substitution results in a
term which is identical to that in Equation 4. Equality between objects (and so classes) is defined in the
object calculus where two objects have exactly the same methods in any order, termed syntactic equiv-
alence. Therefore, the geographic objects class resulting from the single and multiple inheritance fromabstractive quality and uncertainty are syntactically equivalent. This in turn implies that the reformu-
lation of multiple to single inheritance of the schema in Figure 1 required by implementations, such as
Java, which don’t support multiple inheritance, will not affect the working of the geographic objects
class.

5 Conclusions

The implementation of an OOA of data quality storage on Java and Gothic proved successful in that the
storage schema was able to store quality information in the form of a wide variety of quality statistics
from the literature. Further, the object schema produced by the OOA is not restricted only to those
elements of data quality tested or even currently in the literature, any quality statistic which is of the
general form shown in the class diagram can be stored in an implementation of that schema. There
is considerable scope for further work testing the implementations and integrating the quality storage
model with the other elements of a error sensitive GIS, such as error propagation and visualisation.

During the implementation in Java and Gothic difficulties arose when very few of the general prop-
erties of OO were supported equably. This situation is undesirable, since ideally the results of OOA are
implementation independent, but unavoidable, since it is impossible to draw a clear line between anal-
ysis and design, between model and implementation. The use of mathematical formalisations in object
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calculus, however, offers the possibility of encoding object schema in an implementation free language.
The example application of object calculus in Section 4 illustrated how changes in the design of the class
diagram in Figure 1, dictated by the implementation in Java, would have no effect on the working of
the resultant implementation. The example use of the object calculus further suggests how the calculus
might be used as a general tool within OOA to explore the properties of an object system and inform
the process of implementation prior to commencement of any actual programming.
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Table 1 Example quality statistic implementations

Quality element Quality attributes Metric scope Reference

Source Source organisation Any CEN/TC2879

Reason for creation
Creation date

Usage User name Any CEN/TC2879

Usage type
Usage date
Usage Comments

Lineage Process name Any Aalders1

Process description
Process date

Positional accuracy X-standard deviation Spatial data only NCDCDS16

Y-standard deviation

Continuous accuracy Standard-deviation Aspatial qualitative NCDCDS16

data only

Categorical accuracy Percentage probability Aspatial categorical NCDCDS16

data only

Completeness Percentage present Any NCDCDS16

Textual fidelity Percentage correct spelling Textual data only CEN/TC2879

Detail Mathematical precision Numerical data only Goodchild and
Proctor13

Currency Last update Any Aalders1

Temporal validity
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Figure 1: Class diagram of OOA results
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